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 Now I can copy a custom IOS 6.1.3.2 ROM from my personal iPad to the laptop and then use the vAranger as a simple rater
from the laptop. One of the things I love about this little app is that it is very easy to use. I can copy the correct folder (I did it
with /sdcard/Downloads, I've heard that you can copy any folder if you choose a default folder, but I never tried this), and then
drag the folder of the IOS to the custom ROM in vAranger. The app will do the rest (generate the MD5 and go to the app) and

you can look at the results in the app or open them from the folder /sdcard/Downloads. Also, this app (even though it's a
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small.rar app) is 100% free. I hope they will continue to develop this app, I'm sure it has a lot of potential and it's a great app for
iPad users. After the release of version 1.2.1 this app will become even more valuable. Version 1.2.1 was already the minimum
version needed to use the 64bit version of vAranger, so I was expecting more updates, but this is more like a complete rework.
The app is now very stable (I've had 0 crashing issues) and it's much more "reinvented". I would like to share with you some
ideas I've read about the app in the forum. – Mover : It was a feature that was available in the "old vAranger", but it was not
possible to move files from your PC to your iPad or vice versa. It's now possible to move from your iPad to your PC or vice

versa! You can now also move a folder or all the files contained in that folder! – vAranger : It's an interesting feature that allows
you to combine several files to create a single ZIP file, or to merge several ZIP files. – PDF : vAranger now allows you to merge

several PDF files and create a single ZIP file. You can now also create an interactive e-book using vPDF or e-books created
with book mark. The e-book will be exported as a single PDF file that you can read on your iPad and on your PC, you can also

create a PDF file using the free PDF creator of vPD 82157476af
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